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OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE

KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS

October 15, 1971
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Missionary Convention Will
Be Held Here Next Week
Something exciting is coming
to Olivet, The students of Olivet
are privileged to be p. part of a
Missionary Convention sponsored
by Missions In Action. The con
vention will be held on Tuesday,
October 19, and Wednesday, Octo
ber 20.
The speakers of the convention
are Dr. and Mrs. E. S. Phillips and
Rev. and Mrs. Oliver Karker. Dr.
and Mrs. Phillips reside in Kansas
City where Dr. Phillips is the E x eH
utive Secretary of the Department
of World Missions for the Church
of the Nazarene. The Karkers are
Nazarene missionaries to LebanonSyria, now on furlough in Ohio.
Dr. Phillips was elected by the
General Board in June, 1964, and
re-elected to a second four-year
term in June, 1968. In his position
he supervises the work of more
than 600 missionaries, doctors,
nurses,' teachers, and builders in
48 countries .and world-areas. The
annual coSTOf this program, main
tained by the Church, is between1
$4- and $5-million.
Formerly the. pastor for 15
years of Bethany First Church,
Oklahoma, he has also served sev
eral terms on the General Board.
Prior to his work in the ministry,
he was vice-.president of Eastern
Nazarene College, Wollaston, Mass,
where, as a young man, he earned
two degrees. He was pastor for
six years of the First Church in
Baltimore, Md., and also served
churches in Massachusetts and
Rhode Island. Bethany Nazarene

Dr. E.S. Phillips
College conferred an honorary
doctoral degree upon him.
Rev. Karker was, for a number
of years, manager of the Shirley
Memorial Press at Bremersdorp,
Swaziland. He was manager of the
Nazarene Publishing House of
South Africa from 1962 to 1965.
He has been stationed at Beirut,
Lebanon since 1 9 6 6 serving as
teacher and as principal of the
Bible School, and serving since
1968 as Chairman of the Council
of the Syria-Lebanon district.
Rev. Karker studied at Hough
ton College, Houghton, New York.
He earned his AB degree at East
ern Nazarene_ College and earned
his MA degree at the American
University of Beirut, Lebanon.
He taught in the public school

Rev. and Mrs. Irwin Travel
Overseas For Services

Rev. and Mrs. Don Irwin left
O’Hare Field Tuesday evening at
7:00
via Swissair for Zurich,
Switzerland. The purpose of their
trip is to conduct a “Spiritual
Life” emphasis at the European
Nazarene Bible College. The
pastor will be speaking each morn
ing to the student body during
theBhapel service. The evening
service will be open to the public
and the audience will be compos
ed of students, their families, and
the community.
Rev. Bill Prince, President of
the Bible College, is a personal
raiend of Rev. Irwin; they pastored together on the Los Angeles
District for eight years. Prior to
Rev. O li® Karkü
leaving for the Bible College, Rev.
Prince
visited the pastor and
spoke
in
college church
system in the State of New York
At
the
conclusion of the Ser
before his missionary appoint
vices
in
Zurich,
Rev. and Mrs.
ment.
Rev. Karker will speak in chap
el on Tuesday and on Wednesday
evening he will talk and show
slides of
Lebanon at College
Olivet stood in second as of
Church. Dr. Phillips will be the October 3, 1971, in the Church
speaker Wednesday in chapel.
School contest Touchdown ‘71.
There will be private interviews ONC checked in with a 72.1%
held with the convention speakers
attendance figure for this date.
in the President’s Conference
This ranked us behind Trevecca
Room at Burke. These interviews
and ahead of the other Nazarene
will be held on Tuesday.and Wed
schools.
The latest standings
nesday afternoons. Any student
available are as follows:
interested in talking with Dr. TOP THREE
Phillips or Rev. Karker may make
Trevecca 75.4%
an
appointment
with Vicki
Olivet
72. ]%.,
Whipple (phone 6330 or box
Nampa 70.1%
1313) or Margo Vorce (phone
6809 or box 1278).

Rev. Irwin

Irwin will spend a week traveling
in Europe, visiting the countries
of Germany, Holland, and Austria
in addition to touring in Switzer
land. They will be returning to
Kankakee Saturday, October 30.

Touchdown '71

Veterans To Receive G.I.
Bill College Checks Sooner
Two mijlion veterans and ser this information are available at
vicemen expected to enroll under all VA offices.
the G.I. Bill this fiscal year will
If a veteran enrolls at a school
get their first monthly checks before applying for G.I. Bill edu
sooner under a Veterans Adminis cation benefits, he should present
tration “package” plan.
these completed forms to the
The agency said the plan will school and ask it to forward them
reduce delays due to the school to VA in one package when the
or individual failing to send it school certifies his enrollment.
required information by providing
VA officials suggest also that
at one time all the information the veteran check later with his
needed to pay education allowan school to make sure his forms and
ces.
certification of enrollment h a v |l
Instructions on this plan, which been sent to VA.
has been tested successfully in the
Although cooperation of
agency’s PREP program (for mi schools is voluntary, school offi
litary personnel), are being sent to cials are as concerned as VA that
VA field offices, it was pointed veteran-students get their month
out.
ly checks as soon as possible,-VA
The plan calls for a veteran to explained.
submit a copy of his separation
Veterans desiring information
document, proof of dependency, on education benefits were urged
and application for education be to contact local VA offices or ve
nefits to VA at the same time, terans service organization repre
prior to enrollment,. Forms for sentatives.

Last weekend ¿¡four brotherly
each of whom has achieved prom
inence in his field, met all to
gether for the second time in
23 years. Dr. Harold Reed, pres
ident of OlivetHplayed host to
his brothers, who assembled for
the reunion from the opposite
sides of the continent. Dr. George

Reed and Judge J. Wesley Reed
addressed the student body of
Olivet in Friday chapel, and again
in a combined class in College
Church Sunday morning. Edwin
Reed was with the Pasadena, Calif,
fire department for 33 years, and
served as its captain for 23 years.
Judge J. Wesley Reed is judge of

the superior court in Los Angeles
County.
Dr. George Reed is
chairman of the United States
Board of Parole in Washington,
D.C.
From left to right are
Edwin,
Judge J. Wesley, Dr.
Harold and Dr. George Reed.

(Journal photo)
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EDITORIAL

October 15, 1971

Mail Call: A Time Of’Carrfpus Unity

Last week’s editorial contained no great ¡elucidation of pro
found mysteries, no revelation of dimly-perceived truth; it
pigs are led to the slaughter so almost forgotten combination.
by Scot Norris
was simply an expression of a personal problem that I had
inspired by Denise Scott
am I led to Ludwig’s basement As the door comes open 1 feel
faintly suspected others may have encountered, also. The
As the organist finishes the in a pushing, pulling, shouting, my heart about to burst only
response would seem to indicate that the problems discussed benediction my heart is lifted chaoticifiasco of anticipation, ex to find that the mail is for the
were nearly universal.
and oVeijoyed. . Chapel is over pectation, and perspiration. As person I share the mailbox with.
This has started me thinking. Can it be that we are in dan® and better than that it is time 1 slowly work my way to my
The long trudge up the stairs
ger of becoming deaf to truth’s call simply because we have to rush to Ludwig and receive mailbox I realize the poS ble fu begins. Sneering, smirking stu
heard it so often before? Is it possible that Nazarene y o u th « my mail. This is the one time tility of my quest. My mailbox dents laugh at my plight. The
or Christian youth as a whole, can no longer discern the of the day when that mysteri haSbeen a barren wasteland de dorm never seemed quite so far
meaning of the phrases they have heard all their lives, simply ous thing that is talked about void of all matter for seventeen away.
All thoughts of unity
because of overfamiliarity?
in seminars, discussed in classes, days. YetMtill I fight on with vanish. I unlock the door to
There seems to be a peculiar blindness on our part-we and pleaded for in Student Coun an undying hope. As 1 get to my room quickly, and- as 1 fall
hear thé truth explained over and over, but do not under cil grips the campus--Unity! The the box, iBcan see mail-Oh
to my kneei by my bed I pray,
stand its application until we feel the problem pressing us for big happy Olivet family going joy, Glorious mail. My fingers “Dear Father, give me this day
a solution. I personally struggled for a long time with the one place for one purpose. As nervously spin the dial to an
my daily mail” .
problem of hell. I could not reconcile my image o f a loving
God with 'the idea of eternal punishment. I asked for
guidance from several people (apparently the wrong ones),
without receiving any real help. Finally I became really des
but 1 think you killed him. Take
perate and started reading the Bible (fanatic!), hoping that Dear Editor,
think the girls have superiority
a
specific example, o f a young
I could find some reconciliation of these two apparently
As a previous author of two complexes. Let’s be honest, how
man and a young lady in the lib
opposing facts.
articles in the first edition of the many times have you heard some
“How can a loving God send a soul to hell?” Two of the Glimmerglass 1971, I’m going to one say, “She’s got too much rary on a certain Thursday night
in September. TheRkies being
answers I received from people during my search were: “God play the part of a hypocrite. class for me.”
clear
before dark, everyone aban
is a God of love, but He is also a God of justice” , and “God These concepts presented today
Another excuse is, “She was
doned
his umbrella, in his room;
doesn’t send anyone to hellathey choose to go there.” The will be a perfect example of with Dennis last week.” WellM
then
the
rain began to fall. Upon
irony is, both of these statements are indicators o f the real preaching without practicing.
Dennis is a good friend and you
leaving
the
library, the young man
answer, but neither was ever explained fully enough.
A question has been brought don’t Want him mad at you so
offered
to
run
to his room for his
First, let it be stated definitely that we (humanity) are at to my attention by several of my you don’t ask her out. The result
umbrella.
The
young lady would
present the battleground for a war between an irresistable female associate^j The question of this logic leads to total ab
not
allow
the
young
man to carry
force of good (God), and a rebellious force of evil (Satan). being: Why don’t guys at Olivet stinence, because every girl you
out
his
chivalrous
deed,
which in
Evil appears to be winning in this corner of the universe at date more than they do? Come . want to date hasadated one of
turn
deflated
the
young
man’s
present, but that is only an appearance. In fact, the forces on guys, let’s look at this objecja your friends who you think is
male
ego.
Now
I
ask,
who
killed
of darkness are operating on borrowed time, and they know tively, and girlss how about a madly in love with her. This
it?
How
about
a
little
self
evalu
it; they are living on sufferance. Why are they allowed to do little ildbperation.
brings up two questions: Do you
so? Because God wants our loyalty and love for Him to be
We hear a lot about inferiority have to be madly and passionately ation? It’s not all our fault.
So ends my expose. Not too
voluntary and of our own free will. He will not coerce it complexes nowadays and the term in love with a girl to daté heir?
eloquent,
but 1 only hope to res
from us in any way that would infringe on our moral is becoming trite, but maybe What ever happened to the date
cue
some
poor damsel in distress.
freedom. To allow love to be voluntary implies a necessary that’s what is wrong. OuriigrnenU for a good!time?
If
no
one
rescues her, maybe
alternative; if we are free to love we must also be free to of the male population seems to
Other Nazarene Colleges don’t
I’ll
have
to
change
my image and
hate.
feel thU way. If not, maybe we have this problem. Talk to some ’
do
as
the
little
red
hen
did.
How can. a loving God send a soul to hell? Perhaps a point
of our transfer students. 1 asked
.
'Sihéerely
o f confusion is in the word ‘send’. It suggests a God dressed
a girl from Nampa how she liked
Michael Pullen
up in judicial robes damning people He really doesn’t like
Olivet and she said that it was
m t
anyway. But this idea is patently stupid. God doesn’t con
great, but she’d been here more Dear Editor,
demn anyone, unless simply weighing them in the balance
than three months and had not
is condemning. Our own actions are our condemnation; we
Homecoming 1971! The big
had a date." I should have asked
her out right then, but like a true gest and best ever. The Tigers
are either for God or against Him. This war has no nonhypocrite I backed down.
are anxious to avenge the defeat
combatants.
Now for the girls! Some guys suffered in Bethany last spring.
Also, God is the only source o f Truth, Love, Light, and
I’ve talked to say the girls here The parade will be fantastic. I
Happiness. When men sin, they are not irritating God or
by Jim Vidito
only like formal little nicey nicey have just one question. Will the
hurting His feelings, nor are they breaking some rules He
If I could make one strong plea dates. You know, go to the party
planners of this glorious event
arbitrarily set up. They are in direct revolt against objective
concerning involvement in extra® and then over to the round table,
again sell too many tickets so that
truth; they are violating God’s Law.
curricular' activities, it would be back to the lounge for a little
some ticket holders will not get a.
Here another misunderstanding arises. God’s Law does
that each leader possess a vision, chat, goodnight, and each back to
seat at the games? Now that I am
not consist o f a stack of regulations God made up just to
and that each member seek re
his humble abode, never to speak a senior this is the fourth year
make man’s existence joyless. God’s Laws are more like
ward as a result of his involve
again. Personally I know most of that I have heard thè famed
the laws of gravity or the law of inertial force. They are
ment.
you must be doing something quotation^fTt won’t happen this
simple descriptions of a fact. If a man walks off the top of
The number o f involved stu
a tall building, he invariably falls downward, accelerating at dents on a campus is not im wrong to make some of the guys year” BUT it always has. I am
tired of excuses~I would like to
a rate o f 32 feet-per-second every second. There is no portant unless the areas of in feeF this way.
Furthermore, chivalry was shot have this inequity righted this
need for someone to check a rule-book, or hold a trial. The volvement exist for a purpose.
law has been broken, the results are immediate. So it is with We are not playing a numbers and killed somewhere between year.
God’s Law; it is aBtatement of how things are. “The souL game.
Scot Norris
King Arthur’s round table and our
that sinneth, it shall die’P-not because God has decided it
•own.
Well,
I
hate
to
say
it
girl,
I am not impressed with the
should, or because some Heavenly Court convened and student who boasts ..of his many'
passed sentence, but because the soul that sins is in direct responsibilities nor of the one
violation of a natural moral law as unswerving and unchange who complains of his responsi
able as our physical laws.
bilities. However, I am thorough
But, why hell? Why not send lost souls to someplace of ly convinced that the busy life
pleasure other than heaven?
is by far the best life, but it must
At first this would seem an attractive.alternative. But be for a purpose.. When I aim for
OFFICIAL STUDENT PUBLICATION OF OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE
there can be no eternal happiness without God. There’s a goal, my work is less grueling.
Kankakee, Illinois
only one brand, brother. The only real pleasures to be If I can maintain a concept of the
found here on earth come from God. Even when they are end result, then I strive with a ' Editor. . . ............................... ..................... ........................Garn Turner
distorted and used for the wrong purposes, they are none more enthusiastic vigor towards Business Manager. .................... .................................... .Cathy DeLong’
theless from Him. God cannot give man eternal happiness that end.
STAFF
away from Himself; it just doesn’t exist. Sure, there are
Life becomes exciting when we
Karen Baumler, Kathy Brand, Martha Hardin, Larry Huffman,
pleasures to be found in sin. But they all ¡ backfire - after are involved for some purpose,
Snooky Glisson, Marsha Kinser, Karen Ling, Dave Lundquist,
a time. They are all of them eventually like heroin; it can whether it is in extra-curricular
Scot Norris, Charlene PiercefflDeena Sayes, Jeralynne Spittal, m
give much pleasure for a time,Jbut i t kills in the end. So with activities during college o'r in out
Mary Turner, Jim Vidito, Jane Voss, and Paula Vogel.
the human spirit and sin—the stuff is deadly, eventually.
vocational field following graduaAny other alternatives? I think not. God has done all He , tion.
Dr. John Cotner
Faculty Advisors
can to save man from such a fate. He sent His only son to
I maintain that life must be
Dr. C.S. McClain
be murdered by a mob, so that mankind could be saved from
challenging if it is to be rewarding^
The opinions expressed in GLIMMERGLASS are those o f the writers and
fate of eternal death. If man persists in sin, he enters hell The “good life’4 of contentment
are not to be interpreted as opinions o f the Administration or Associated
over the wounded body o f Christ. What more would you
Students o f Olivet Nazarene College. Letters may be addressed Glimmerglass
and masteryjs. not the, endjesult.
Box 24, Olivet Nazarene CollegejjjiKankakee, Illinois, 60901.
ask?
The purpose of meeting the needs

Letters To The Editor

A

OF MY

S im B

Glimmerglass

garn turner

of others must underlie all our
efforts.

October 15, 1971
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"Bootleg1! Records:
A Bad Bargain
by Bruce Brian
If you’re a record lover and are
looking for a good bargain on the
album by your favorite group!
there’s a good chance you can
find what you want in downtown
Kankakee at a reasonable pricel
usually about three dollars. The
album jackets are plain white with
a photostat of the artist and a
list of the album’s songs stuck on
the front.
Many times,
the
albums are unfamiliar,
or are
“live”*selections unknown to you.
All of these . records share one
common characteristic; poor, un
even and often scratchy stereo
reproduction Such albums, com
mon to thejjf’head shops* and
record stores of any large city,
are usually called “bootlegs” and
are illegal.
A once little-known practice,
bootlegging has become a largescale operation and a profitable
one. Anyone with a decent tape
recorder (or even a cassette) and
connections with a record com
pany is quickly in business.
Sometimes, tapes from a popular
group are stolen or retaped, then
rerecorded at the illegal studio.
Other times a tape thief simply
tapes from a released album or
sits in a concert with a cassette
recorder .in his lap (there are
known instances of people cough
ing and talking in the background
on a “live” bootlegged album).
'
A few years ago, some Bob
Dylan tapes (which he had re
corded while recuperating from a
cycle wreck) Were stolen and were
recorded in an exceptionally fine
album series but in a very small
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View From A Council Member

by Donna Peck
Recently viewing Olivet’s wo once again be donning skirts for
quantity. The album soon be
men from my vantage point, I’ve after-seven trips to the Round
came much sought after, and the noticed that pantsuits have been table or other similiar activities.
Personally, I do not feel that
tapes were unavailable, so boot appearing in every way, shape,
the
tunic rule is unreasonable.
leggers recorded off the original and form from stretched-out TPantsuits
are attractive
and
albums, then off those recordings, shirts apd'Wranglers to ragged cut
usually
in
good
taste
for
casual
juntil the records became nearly offs and baggy sweat shirts. Most
wear. They allow us girls to be
inaudible.
girls are well aware that the tunic
comfortable and stylish, without
privilege announced last fall by
As before mentioned, these
sacrificing a neat, feminine ap
the Dean of Women does not in
activities are illegal, yet restric
pearance. It seems to me that
clude these types of apparel at
tions on them are difficult to
indiscrinvnate wearing of jeans*
all. However, ignoring the speci
enforce.
Since the - recording
slacks, and shorts would only
fied rules, some still present them
artists are the
ones who get
effect a sloppy appearance on
selves on campus clad in duds
burnedH they usually take the
our campus incongruous with the
appropriate only for a strenuous
bootleggers to court personally to
character of our college. I cer
workout in the gym or for a
press charges. Unfortunately ,
tainly cannot see Olivet as some
position on Harley Bell’s main
most bootleggers pursue the fly ||
secular campus where students
tenance crew. It concerns me
by-night, make-a-fast-buck routine that if abuse of the tunic privi wear “uniforms” of jeans and
sweat shirts.
and are difficult to apprehend. lege continued we woman may
Already this semester there has
However, Rare Earth out of
Detroit successfully filed suit last
summer against bootleggers, and
Crosby, Stills, & Nash are current
ly in court over stolen tapes.
With the rising popularity of
The National Wildlife Federa numbers decline, illegal shooting
the tape deck, bootleg 4-and 8tion has announced a $500 is becoming a. more important
track tapes are now flooding the
bounty for information leading factor working against the bird’s
markets, usually distributed by
high performance parts shops and to the conviction of anyone survival. A national furor was
shooting a bald eagle anywhere in raised when recent testimony be
gas stations. In addition to poor
the United States.
fore a Senate subcommittee in
sound, the bootleg tapes often
Federation Director Thomas L. Washington revealed that
air
“ double-track”, or play one track
Kimball said the reward program borne sharpshooters were hired
while another is audible in the
was started as a result of hunters by local ranchers in Rawlins,
background.
throughout the U.S. expressing Wyoming, area to slaughter eagles
All things considered, the “bar
their outrage at the recently re- and other wildlife. More than 65
gain bootleg” is a poor buy, in
. vealed mass slaughter of eagles in golden and bald eagles were re
terms
of sound reproduction.
Wyoming.
ported in a pile at one ranch.
They are easy to spot in the
The
bald eagle, America’s
“ Frankly,”
Kimball
said
white jacket covers^ and their
makers usually prey on Elton national bird and emblem, is in “American hunters are tired of
John; Bob Dylan; The Stones; serious trouble from hard pesti being tarred and feathered for the
James Taylor; Crosby, Stills, Nash. cides and diminishing habitat.' actions of criminals erroneously
and Young, and other top record The southern race of bald eagle identified as hunters.”
found in the eastern half of the
Effective immediately, the
ing artists.
U. S. is classified as an endangered Federation will pay a $500 re
species by the U. S. Interior De ward upon verifying that the
partment. The total bald eagle claimant’s information was o f
population in the lower forty- substantial assistance in obtain
eight states may contain as few as ing a conviction for shooting a
bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephthree to four thousand birds.
sity, Wisconsin State, Bethel Col
Since 1940 it has been against alus) in violation of 16 USC 668.
lege, and U-W of Oshkosh. The
The claimant must request the
national debate proposition for Federal law to shoot or otherwise
molest bald eagles, but as their reward in writing to the National
this year is Resolved: That Great
er Controls Should be Imposed on
the Gathering and Utilization of
Information about United S tatel
Citizens by Government Agencies^
This is an unusually difficult sub
ject to work with and particularly
so for the negative who has the
‘*,u; 9g§OUrbD nnalt
burden of defending the status
quo. The team was accompanied
to Whitewater by Marty Dolphin!
Instructor in Speech.

been fined.
Student Council has expressed
a concern that girls heed the
cautions which have been issued.
Action to retract the tunic per
mission could be taken by the
Dean of Women if abuse con
tinues. We, as ONC’s women, are
being given a fair chance. Let’s
accept “a word to the wise” .

Ecology Corner

ONC Debaters Defeat
Top-Notch Competition
The R ebate Team from Olivet
Nazarene College participated in
their first inter-collegiate competi
tion at the University of Wiscon
sin at Whitewater,. Saturday, Octo
ber 2. Competing with 42 other
teams, the Negative team, Glenna
Ashby and Arnie Webster, tied for
second place with a record of
three wins and one loss. T h e '
Affirmative team, Alexis Palm and
Mike Wilson, gained a split with
a 2-2 record. Defeated by theNazarene Arguers were University
of Wisconsin, Marquette Univer

been enough abuse of the tunic
privilege to warrant its retraction.
Considering this, ample warning
to ONC women has been given.
R.A.’s have related the stipula
tions of the tunic privilege to the
girls.
Announcements
about
tunic outfits have been placed on
every floor of all women’s resi
dence halls.
After numerous
offences a few girls have even

Wildlife Federation 1412 16th
Street, NW, Washington, D. C.
20036, within six months after
conviction.
If more than one
bald eagle was shot by the con
victed person, $500 will be aWarded for one bird representing
the total number shot.

“Got permanent indigestion
from eating rabbits full of DDT.
Haven’t hatched an egg in three
years—same reason. Nesting tree
was chopped down last week to
make room for a housing project.
Old gal got shot from a helicopter
yesterday...Wonder who’ll be the
national symbol after me—the tur
key buzzard
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Are Evolution And
The Bible Compatible?

Pastor’s Corner
Rev. Don Irwin

by Ron Farris

mental processes , for all verte
like the other animals.
As brates, but varies it at will for
Last
week, a professor for
George
Gaylord
Simpson, a specific purposes, ,
whom I have great respect stated
leading paleontologist, explained,
To go into . further .detail
that natural evolution tries to put
“To say that man is nothing but would only result in an attempt to
man in the natural order of things,
an animal is^ to deny, by impli prove evolution. The only aim of
which is not Biblical. He went on
cation,
that lie has essential this article is to show that there
to state that scientists would tend
attributes
other
than those of all is enough truth to the theory of
to say that man is like all the
animals.”
He
goes on to say
evolution to warrant its study.
other animals. I agree that an
that,
“
l
t
‘
is
important
to realize But before 1 can suggest that it.
uncontrolled natural evolution is
not Biblical. I also agree that man that man is an animal, but it is be taught in a Christian school,
and animal have a definite separ even more important to realize 1 must show that it does not
ation. But this raises some quest that the essence; :of his; unique ■ lessen the teachings of the Bible in
lies precisely in those’ any way. It is natural for man to
ions.
What is evolution really nature
Rharacteristics
that are not shared search for the meaning of his
about? If it is based on scien
with
any
other
animals. This existence.. Included in this is
tific fact, how can the theory
position
is
best
summarized in the question; of how we got here
disagree with the Bible?.- Is a
three
simple
propositions.
(1) and where are we going. But
biological
education complete
Man
shares
the
same
physical
scientists can only deal with em
without a course in evolution?
needs with all the other living pirical facts. They can not prove
To answer these questions, I am
going to attempt to explain the things. (2) Man shares some Where we come from or where
basic concepts of the evolutionary additional attributes with some we are headed. They can only
theory. Then I will try to relate forms of life, but not with all. deal with what has happened in
For example, man shares his need between. There must come a time
it to the Bible and show that they
are compatible.
If there is a to live in societies with ants and when, they have to take something
other forms of life. , (3) Man on faith, whether it is in the
logical defense for studying evo
has other attributes which he does
revelation of Scripture or in the
lution and if it is compatible with
the Bible, then I shall be able to not share with any other form of implications 0f. loosely related
life. Among these is his unique- ernpjricai facts. If we have faith in
show cause why a course hvevoness toward religion. Once we the revelation and deal only w ith '
lution ~ at Olivet is not only
accept these propositions, the proven observable
facts, then
feasible, but is a must to our
risks in viewing man and his these . facts cannot disagree with
science students who are planning
societies as pàrt of the biotic the Bible, unless the Bible is
graduate stu d ies||l
world become minimal, and are interpreted wrongly.
In order to explain fully the
far outweighted by the advan
A secular school is going to
basic concepts of evolution I am
tages.
' - :
teach
evolution using* faith in the
blending both an anthropological
When viewing a man and a Implications_ of empirical data.
view with a more empirical view.First," we must get down to 1 frog, pi1 any other adult verte Our biology students who wish to
brate, one sees a vast difference. further' their -studies, on the
Charles Darwin’s basic premise.
Yet in the embryo, all vertebrates, graduate level are being forced
All plants and animals reproduce
including man, are characterized into this learning situation unin excess of the numbers which
by a dorsal nerve chord, an prepared to meet the challenges of
can actually survive, yet adult
internal skeleton^ and gill slits
populations remain relatively con- opening from the throat to the their belief in the revelation.
Our failure to produce the full
’ stant. Hence, there must be a
outside, or touching the’ outside, Christian education they deserve
struggle for survival. Now- the in at least
the developmental
members of any species vary one stages. Embryology shows that a is affecting their subjective inner
from another- Some of the vari- common plan is followed in all’ self as, well as their objective
ations may be neutral, but others vertebrates and modified for the scientific self. In other words, the
help or hinder the organism in its needs of the developing indi only way we can be fair to our
struggle for survival. A natural vidual and the fully formed or-' students is to add a course in
selection will occur with the less ganism. This common plan may evolution to our curriculum. We
cannot save them by keeping
fit being destroyed by their en be attributed to descent from
them in ignorance, for a religion
vironment. Thus, a species will an ancient vertebrate or to a
based on ignorance cannot be the
be gradually modified in the Creator who uses the same fundaworship of an all-knowing God,
direction of the most advan
tageous variants.
An example
of this is the story of the light
and dark moths in the'industrial
sections of England. These moth a
either multiplied or were wiped
out, depending on how the soot
of the factories affected the coloj
of the trees, which were the
.background for their protective
coloration.
No scientist is foolish enough
to

There were 4 million Negro slaves
in America in 1861. There are 9
million slaves to alcohol in 1971.
One big difference: Nobody for
ces you to drink.
For more information write:
Illinois Church Action on Alcohol
Problems, 505 N. 6th, Springfield
Illinois, 62702.

uum
within,
witnin,
and
anu decay all
around.”
Doesn’t this sound
similar to SolomanVëValuation?
“ Emptiness, emptiness, says the
Speaker. Emptiness, all is empty.
•What does a man gain from all his
labour and his tojl here under the
sun?” (Eccles, 1:2-N.E.B.).
The cry of our day is relevance
and meaning. Where can we find
it? The Christian life offers mean
ing and purpose in the eVery day,
routine expériences. Paul said,
’ “ All things work together for
Dr. Rollo May has pointed outi good, to those who love God.H
that “One of the marked char A thing is the smallest unit of life.
acteristics of our time is empti This means that in the' smallest
ness. Life is like an empty house details, of life, there is relevance
that is bound to collapse because and meaning for the person who
of pressure frofn without, a vac- is living for Jesus.

Thieves broke into a shoe store
emptied all the shoe^ out of the
boxes and placed the boxfes back
on the shelves. Then they left
the store appearing as if no one
had entered.
When the shop
opened the next morning, the
clerks did not discover that the
shoes were m l|lng. In fact, it was
not until a customer came in and
the clerk pulled out one' empty
box after another, that they relized what had Happened!

*My Letter To The World1
Dear World,
I would like to speak today
about the only verse in the Bible
that does not apply universally.
It does not apply to me, from my
point of view, or to you from
your point of view. I am talking
about the Biblical injunction
“Judge not...” I can see how
this applies to people that do not
have my insight -into Christianity,
but I am objective/ I am capable
of judging. Soiind vaguely fa
miliar?
Judging is not constructive, it
hurts both parties involved. It
hurts the person being judged for
obvious reasons, and it hurts the
person judging for some not so
obvious reasons.
If a person has to stoop to the
level of judging a fellow Christian
then he apparently is not fully en
joying the
abundant life that

Christ promised.
This is ana
logous to the cutting down of
people; we try to make ourselves
look good at other peoples' ex
pense. The same goes for judgingwe try to make our Christian ex
perience look better by tearing
someone else’s apart.
I think that if we would all be
a little more concerned with our
own Christian experience, we
would not be so quick to jump
on a mistake by someone else.
Perhaps a good rule«to follow in
cases like this would be to be hard 1
on ourselves and easy on the
other guy. If we .could become a
little more interested in the right
ness o f our actions, we wouldn’t
be so worried about the actions of
others.
For what it’s worth,
Scot Norris

Russia possesses sufficient nuclear power to destroy the
world 11 times. The United States has enough power to
destroy the world 16 times. Yea, we’re winning.

FREDERICK JEWELERS
15% Discount
to students on
Diamonds
10% Discount
to students on
Jewelry & Watch Repair

■¡■HaSS I rA****** AAW********* At * ■*•*★ *"*
iti

Marjorie Gayle Studios
3 8 7 South Main Street
Bourbonnais, Illinois

Located Just One Block
Northwest of Campus
135 East Marsile St.
Bourbonnais, Illinois
Phone 932-8135

ABRAHAM J. TORO
SALES RETRESENTATIVE
d is c o u n t f o r c o l l e g e

STUDENTS WITH I.D.

UPTOWN SALES, INC.
342 NO. SCHUYLER AVENUE
KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS 60901

HOTEL KANKAKEE
A AA

AHA

’Perpetually New’
TELEVISION
FAMILY RATES
FREE COVERED PARKING LOT
FIRST IN FOOD

225 East Merchant St.

Kankakee. Illinois

CARRY-OUT SERVICE
a v a il a b l e

Route 54 North, Kankakee
Phone 932-0423
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Comparisons, Contrasts
Of ONC And MVNC

'Subway To The Mind’
by Larry Huffman
“Go ahead and hate your
neighbor,
Go ahead and cheat your
friend.
Do it in the name of heaven,
You can justify it in the
end.”
V .
These words, told from a story
. written long ago, echo through
the chambers of the mind, and
evoke a recognition of their bitter
. tm th.
■, I was listening to my favorite
rock station the other day when
I heard a song that I had not
heard for some time. ~The song,
“One Tin Soldier” , has been
brought back to the charts by an
English group called “Coven” .
I think this song has relevancy to
us as a world, a nation, and as
brothers in Christ. I would like to
print the song. Think about what
it says.
“Listen, children, to a story,
That was written long ago,
About a kingdom on the
mountain,
And the valley folk below.
On the mountain was a
treasure,^;
Buried deep beneath a stone
And the valley people swore
They’d haye it for their
very own.”
“ So the people of the valley
Sent a message up the hill,
* ! ‘- Asking
for : the buried
r> treasure-*
i>MK.o-nF<jriithe gold for. which
they’d kill.
Came the answer from the
kingdom,
‘With our brothers we will
share
All
the secrets of our
mountain,
All the riches buried there.’ ”
“Now the valley cried with
anger,
‘Mount your horses, draw
your swordsP__

And they killed the moun-;
tain people,
Said it was their just re:
ward.”

a forcé here at Olivet. One dif
ference to be noted here is that
MVNC has chapel
only three
times a week.
One of the major differences
“Go ahead and hate your
between MVNC and ONC lies in
neighbor,
Both ONC and MVNC have the number of buildings,
At
Go ahead and cheat your
much to offer the student aca MVNC most of the buildings are
friend.
demically, athletically, socially, relatively new and modem, but
Do it in the name of heaven,
and most of all spiritually. Both the number and specialization of
You can justify it in the
colleges make a • definite effort to these buildings does not compare
encourage the development of the with ONC, Many of the buildings
end. ,
There won’t be any trumpets
at Mt. Vernon have to serve dual
whole individual.
As' a júnior transfer student
blowing,
purposes. This difference is to be
from the two-year Nazarene col
Come the Judgement Day,
Both colleges are committed to expected though, considering the
lege in Mt. Vernon, Ohio, I will
On the bloody morning
relative ages of the campuses.
readily say that I like Olivet. academic excellence. The facul- <
Enrollment this year is on the
after,
ties
have
dedication
to
their
pro
MVNC will always hold a special
One tin soldier rides away.”
rise
at MVNC. Six hundred stu
place in my heart and loyalties. fession, college, and God. They,
dents
were expected on opening
How many times do we take up And nothing will ever change that have an interest in the student day. While this is only one-third
as an individual. However, on
our arms in haste, hating our ' feeling.
of ONC enrollment, it is 175 stuHowever, I must now be faith the smaller campus, it seems you
brother and cheating our friend,
students moreJhan last year.
and then-even though sometimes ful, loyal and devoted to Olivet, get to know the administration,
Both these colleges have been
unconsciously—we rationalize be and to do this one must become faculty and staff better and more
established not only to instruct,
cause we feel that being a Chris involved.
‘
_ _ quickly.
but also to improve and inspire
First, for those Olivetiarts who
tian justifies it?
Thus far at ONC, socials have those students who sit in the
Two of the biggest problems have never seen the MVNC cam
classrooms, live in the dormitor
we face as Christians today are pus, let me try to provide a pic been just as frequent as at MVNC. ies, and participate in the activi
While at MVNC there weren’t the
selfishness and pride. We as the ture with words.
ties. In the development of both
Where there were once fields parties for the transfers (Thank
valley people want all the treasure
„you, ONC), we did have get-to the hand of God has been at
on the mountain, and we don’t of corn and wheat, there are
gethers for all new students. The work.
understand sometimes that the now athletic fields and parking
Lyceum Committee at ONC is
real treasure can only be found lots. Where there were oncé barns
CONCERNED?
similar to MVNC’s Concert and
and
sheds
there
are
noV
colonial
by sharing.
About your
Convocation series. Each of the
The mountain kingdom was style classrooms and dormitories.
classes as well as the Student
willing to share its treasure, but Where once a dairy barn stood,
Council had activities planned
"there
Is
now
a
recreation
hall.
the valley did not want to share
, HEALTH Insurance?
throughout the year. In short,
Where
there
was
once
a,
tractor
and because of their avaricious
AUTO Insurance?
there was something for everyone, '
ness they were blind to the fact road, there is now a campus walk.
MOBILE HOME Insurance?
and I think this will also hold true
that the only treasure to be found Where there was once pastoral life,
HOUSE Insurance?
at Olivet.
was that treasure that had to be - there is now ceaseless1 activity.
PERSONAL BELONGINGS?
MVNC and ONC have deep
shared to have any wealth to it. • A river and a reflecting pond
LIFE Insurance?,
surrounded by trees and shrubs roots in the Christian faith. At
“Now they stood beside the'
add a special touch of nature to MVNC I experienced a very real
We effeciently write them ALL!
the campus. Much has been done, and alive spirit among everyone,
treasure,
And, we promise the BEST in
On the mountain dark and
but the stride is still forward. whether it was in classes, sports,
claims handling.
MVNC faces a future full of chapel or church. MVNC ex
red—
Turned
the stone
and
potential, and it will soon be perienced wonderful revivals. I
looked beneath it.
reality.
Accreditation, a new pray that the mighty movement
PEACE ON EARTH was all
church, a new chapel, more living of the Spirit will continue to be
it said.”
by Kathy Brown
Not now, not ever, NEVER...
I’m not getting involved...especially
with the newspaper-but of my
■own accord I stumbled into the
Glimlmerglass office and said that
I would help in anyway that I
could. Seems to me there is some
old saying about ortce that die
printer’s ink gets into your bloodstream....

Let’s change ourselves, so that
when the stone is turned, and we
look beneath, we may find “Peace
on Earth” within ourselves.

space, prospects for a four-year
program, increase in student body
and faculty are all immediately at
hand, and some are becoming
Healities right now.

■
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College Book Store
To Better Serve You
New Store Hours

Bourbonnais Cleaners & Shirt Laundry
499 S. MAIN

8:00 - 5:00
Monday thru Friday

BOURBONNAIS

Your Siudenl ID Card is Worih a 20% Discount
Ruth Ends Insurance
318 S. Main
Bourbonnais, Illinois
939-7163

•j Saturday 8:00 - 1 2 : 0 0 /

OPEN FR0M 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.

•

...

•

— WELCOME TO ONC —
GET ACQUAINTED OFFER—SWEATERS 59c eacfc

The SUPER STUDENT SPECIAL
Only 69
Plus Tax
(Must show student I.D.)
IjLirnit one per visit)

Reg.

This treat isn’t for everyone.
But if you’ve got a student-sized appetite, we’ve got a Super Student
Special to take care of it. First, a Super Shef: a full quarter-pound of
lean beef broiled over an open flame with all the trimmings from fresh
. lettuce to juicy tomatoes.
More than enough for most appetites, but not for the Student-sized
one. For that BURGER CHEF rounds out the Super Student Special
with crisp, tender french fries and a very large soft drink.
Treat your Student-sized appetite to a Super Student Special. The
more good food BURGER CHEF puts together, the better thè treat.

1030 Kennedy Dr.
Kankakee, 111.

burner

j^ c h e ç

m Family Restaurants

We ahvays treat you right
v
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Glimmerglass

Malcolm Boyd

'Meaning In Struggle1
On a midwestern campus re- tween people.
, cendy a w hitem ale student told
I want to be sufficiently so
■me:
“ I have no sense at all of ber and serioupabout the over
.who I really am. What is my iden whelming questions.of this day,
tity? Blacks are together. Now this age: poverty, emptiness, ecowomen are defining their reality. this age: poverty, emptiness, ecologygidentity, racism, loneliness..;
But I feel lost.”
Nina Simone sangB‘j 0 be in a mass, war. Yet I do not want
Young, G ifted« and Black” to to lose my sense of humor, capa
black students in Atlanta. The city for sheer abancon and fun,
moment burst with exuberance, and awareness of the absurd as a
¡creative energy and hope. I won quality of life.
der what can be sung, said, or ex
I w a n tjo nurture protest and
emplified to many other students . lend fire to dissent. Without them
who are momentarily trapped in a democracy perishes. Yet 1 want
frustration or even despair. »W e
to avoid slipping into paranoia,
Are OurselveS GiftedBand Hu destruction for its own sake, and
man” might be a start.
the morbid malaise of hopelessI share fully in the personal an nesp®
xiety that inevitably accompanies,
I want to build an intellec
this moment in history with its tual spirit interlaced by commit
political action and reaction, ex ment and capable of passion. Yet
istential dilemmas and radical spi I do not want to succumb to the
ritual questioning. These are sim arrogance of mere fashion by deni
ply a few guidelines to my pre grating authentic tradition, aca
sent philosophy of life.
demic discipline and the goal of
I want to be an organic part of ‘ objectivity.
social responsibility and commun- ;
I want to respond to ideas in
ity building. Yet I also want to stead of charismatic personalities,
nurture my individuality—even at whose programmed chic (for what
the risk of being considered ec ever cause) is the product of ex
centric.
ploitation.
I want to weigh myself in the
I want to believe sincerely in
scales of liberation movements— the aspects of faith that tinderBlack, Native American, Women, • gird my life, yet also want to re
Gay, Chicano and others—and sist narrow chauvinism and selfhopefully come up with human righteous fanaticism that claims
identity. Yet I do not want to mine is the “ only” faith or ideo
live in a melting pot that denies logy, life-style or system. I want
deep and honest differences be- to fight the conviction that “we”

out of 506 students, 100 attempt
ed to give (19.7^%^ Last'but
not least, the Class of ’72, the
Senior Class proved to be anemic
or else have tired blood. They
could only muster 65 out of the
class enrollment
of 370, or
x l-5&w k
The award will be given at the
end of the second Blood Drive.
It will be given to the c liS w h o

Something To Do On Weekends!

by Jerry Schisler
One of the most often-heard that presentation, Gene Tierney
com plaint* on Olivet’s campus will star in the musical “ 1 Do, I
(people who share my views and
pertains t™ the entertainment-to do” . Reservations may be ac
I) are “good guys” versus “bad
be found in Kankakee. With the quired at the box office, prior to
guys” (people who hold different
exception of miniature golf, bowl each performance.
views).
Founded by Guy Little, Jr.,
ing, and ping pong in Ludwig
I want to be a loyal and de
commons, there is not too much » L ittle Theatre on the Square”
pendable (therefore always cri
in the way of enriched social life, is_ praised by leading theatrical
tical) member of movements and
according to some students. Chi agents as being the best yearorganizations to which I belong,
cago provides some diversion, but round summer stock theatre in
yet do not want to forget that
few studentslbonsider some of the the United States.
moral, ambiguities mark all move
other
resources around them.
A converted
movie theatre
ments and institutions (including
SullivanElllinois, for example, with a seating capacity of 600
mine).
provides a home to some of the serves as the site for each perform
I want to participate in com
highest-caliber music and drama ance. Tastefully decorated, the
munity with persons who share stock in the state.
red and white decor lends to the
my views, yet dp not want to lose
Called the home of thé “Little atmosphere of a professional per
thepapacity for listening to to Theatre on the Square,” Sullivan formance. In rehearsal hall pic
tally different views and engaging is located approximately an hour tures of past Sullivan stars are
in communication with people south on Interstate 57. Perform plastered on doors and windows.
who hold them.
Scrape together your pennies,
ances are held weekly throughout
I want to be outspoken against the year by the small theatrical • _or butter up your boy friends and
the maladies and sins of my socie troupe located here.
After a drive down to Sullivan for an ex
ty, nation and institutions, yet do two-week tour of Europe,, the perience you will never forget.
not want to become merely a , equity (contract) actors will re Always remember, the following
shrill crier of doom who offers no turn to present “Private Lives”, weekend can be spent in Kanka
alternatives,
decent hope for starring Gene Craine, beginning kee, and it won’t cost you a cent,
change, or positive approaches to Oct. 26 for one week. Following because you won’t have any!
hard and complex tasks.
It is therefore obvious that I
choose to live in creative tension.
I do not want to shut other peo
and director of
Oct. 20—8:30 p.m., a member producer
ple out of my life, avoid shatter
of the Tuberculosis foundation five doctor’s portions of the
ing human experiences and rela
will speak on the health hazards TV series, “The Bold Ones”,
tionships® or reject the growth
will speak on air pollution,
of air pollution.
processes of becoming fully hu
Oct. 21—7:30 p.m.* Mr. John water pollution and popula
man. The alternative is, I believe, McLane, Environmental Control tion ecology.
dehumanization. Success and fail Engineer for the Kankakee area
Oct. 23: Clean-Up Day. Spon
ure are meaningless terms to me. will speak on water pollution. sored by the MRA, this will give
The meaning of life I find in its
Oct. 22—7:30 p.m., Byron Olivetians and the community a
struggle.
to participate in the
Bloch, called the “Younger chance

‘Social Awareness’ Week Agenda

Ralph Nader«Band writer, fight against pollution.

Sophomores 'Bloodiest' Class
Tuesday ^S eptem ber 2 2 ||th e
Sophomores showed the • other
classes who had the most courage
to give blood. Out of their class
enrollment of 442, 101 attempted
to give, or 22.85%£: The Juniors
were next at 19.83™ or out of
358, 71 attempted to give. Close
behind, the Freshmen gave a great
fstab at second place but fell short,

October 15, 1971

has the highest percentage of
those who attempt to give in re
lationship to their class enroll
ment in both drives.
. To those who attempted to
give, we of Circle K THANK
YOU!! To those who didn’t we
challenge you to give of yourself
to help another.
by Bob Davis

DAISY-FRESH
COMPLEXION

I

The way to get that enviable look Is Merle Norman
Three Steps to Beauty Complexion Care. Step I, All
Purpose Cold Cream to pamper and cleanse your
complexion, preparing It for Step II, the wake-up action
of Miracol. Protect this renewed basis for a perfect
make-up with Step III, Powder Base, a beautifying
foundation with built-in protection. All Purpose Cold
Cream, $2.50. Miracol, $5.00. Powder Base, $2.50.
The Set in a fresf^as-a-dalsy decorator box, $10.00.

WHAT IS BEAUTIFUL MONEY!!
HEAD FOR MERLE NORMAN'S
COSMETIC STUDIO AND FIND OUT

mERLE nORÍTlfln cosítietic
167 North Schuyler

stu dio

Phone 933-3361

Kaifkakee

EUROPEAN GROUP DEPARTURES -1972
Departing May 25, 29 or 30th.
Length of stay 17, 22 or 41 days.
Only S163.00 round trip: New York /
Luxembourg / New York.
Not a Charter. Regular scheduled
Jet Service. Interested??? Contact
IMPERIAL TRAVEL at Yesteryear,
Kankakee, Illinois. Phone: 939-3131
Limited Reservations. No age limit.

October 15. 1971

Glimmergläss

Shroeder's World
—
.
j
by Sandi Hemmingsen and
Andrea Meadows
-Whispers, growls, shrieks and
igroans--if you have ever arrived
early at chapel (a rare occurence),
these áre some of the sounds you
have been greeted by. One of the
many requirements of music ed
ucation majors is to learn how to
play four woodwind instruments.
If you think that is easy, just ask
any thick-lipped trumpet player!
Easy or not, every morning at
8:30 a.m. a little over a dozen
devoted musicians make their way
to. Chálfant to practice their art.
If you are in need of a breathless
flute player, a shrieking clarinet
ists, or a howling obqeist, you are
in luck!
October is the beginning of the
musician’s busy year. Already,
there have been a number of reci
tals and concerts. Tonight there
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H arriers Hurt
By K e y Injury

will be a Bach Concert in College the pure, clean tone from thisljecThe Tiger harriers of ONC ran Indiana Central 60 and Washing
Church (more information below), tion was a glorious sound—a deli eighth in the tough Greenville' ton University 76.
and for those of you who prefer cious treat-and somewhat of a Invitational despite the loss of
A1 Longbrake injured his ankle
the sound of brass, the Brass surprise, considering the loss of one of its top runners, A1 Long- in the last mile of the triple dual
Choir is presenting a concert on Garen Milton, formerly solo horn brake. with an ankle injury. Steve race against Aurora, Trinity, and
October 22. They will be per with
the /Orchestra. Clarinet, Lilly led the Tigers again, finish Judson at Aurora College. ONC
forming music from a number of
trumpet, and flute solos through ing 29th with a time of (22:35) had a double victory over Aurora
periods, including the Renaissance out this piece were also quite com tor the four rrtile course. Other , and Judson seemingly won, but
and the 20th Century.
mendable.
(Did you recognize Tiger finishers were Dave Flack the unexpected injury caused Au
On
Friday, October 15, at the unique sound of the piccolo (23:16) 39th, Rick Wei ton (23:32) rora to edge the Tigers. Trinity
8:00 p.m., the talents of Dr. clarinet, so ably handled by Har / 44th, Dan Wilson (23:33) 45th, ’ College
of Deerfield defeated
George Dunbar, Ovid Young, and low Hopkins?)
Jim Terorre (24:04) 52nd, and
ONC 20-35 as did Aurora 24-31.
Clinton
Butts (24:45) 55th. The Tigers again soundly defeated
Johann Sebastian Bach combine
The real tension came during
to transform College Church into intermission as the audience anti Leading the 71 runner field was Judson 25-32. Steve Lilly (22:52)
Marth Ruddock of third place led the Tigers finishing 6th. Other
the ancient, c.athedral-like Univer cipated the
“miracle«: perfor
sity Lutheran Church. The place- mance of Bach’s Concerto in C Washington University with a Tiger finishers were Dave Flack
time of 20:06 followed by Prin- (23:31) 10th, Dan Wilson (24:09)
Leipzig, Germany; the time-1724.
for Three Pianos and Orchestra.
The Concert Singers, conduc It was not disappointed. From cipia’s John Mara (20:15) and 13th, Rick Welton (24:13) 14th,
ted by Dr. Dunbar and accompa the beginning filigre of the quick, Gary Romeffbr of Indiana Central Jim Jerome (24:51) 18th, Clinton
nied by Mr. Young on the 30- delicate first movement to the fi (20:30). Westminister College of Butts (25:37) 20th, and newcom
rank Reuter organ will present an nal show of the technically tax St. Louis was the team winner er Jack Shoff (29:00) 26th in the
49 points followed by 28 runner field.
All-Bach concert consisting of a ing third movement, Alice Ed-1 with
cantata, plus three other brief
wards® Carolyn Bus^i Stephen
compositions:
one
for male
Nielson, and their three gorgeous
voices, one for female voices, and
Baldwin Pianos created quite an
a four-part fugue. Also assisting
ensemble--not easily achieved on
on the program are Jewell Groi/-“solo” instruments. Their entire
haus and Harlow Hopkins, who
performance wascharacterized by
join Mr. Young for a Bach triounity, great clarity of execution,
sonata for violin, clarinet, and or , and a wide, enthralling gamut of
gan.
emotions. Anyone foolish enough
Bravo! To the conductor, the to have any doubiJI about the
musicians, the audience! Bravo!
quality of a musiclfeducation/bf
Last Saturday night, October
ONC need only mad the program
9, 1971, one of the most exciting
notes on these faculty m M ibe^^
best-attended performances pre
and consider the quality and uniqsented" on this campus in my four,
ness of this one performance to
years here took place via our own
have many of those doubts anni
Olivet Orchestra, under the su
hilated. This is a performance to
perb (as always) direction of Ovid
which Olivet may point with pride
Young.
in the presence of any school of
The concert was launched with music.
'great vigor-by thfe' quiek~anddively
And finally Oliver! What -a
first movement of Mozart’s Sym
sound! I honestly could not be
phony No. 40 in g minor. Al
lieve, at times, that that was really
though commendably done, this
our college orchestra, and not the
was obviously the first, and thus
sound-track from the musical!
the warm-up piece of the evening,
There is so much to say about'
as revealed especially by a degree
this
concert; the conductor, th e .
of weakness in the wind sections
BALTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
tremendous
challenge of the mu
on exposed passages. However,
jp lf
presents
sic
for
a
group
of
this
size,
the
GOSPEL ROCK - SOLID ROCK
over-all it was a pleasant experi
ence, and the wind instruments very favorable reaction of the au
more than redeemed themselves dience (musician and non-musi
cian alike). But by reason of time
on the following selections from
and space available, it must suffice
Mlada by Rimsky-Korsakow.
to say that it was programmed,
To Joy Carlson and the French
Eastridge High School Auditorium
prepared,
and performed with
horn section, special congratula
Donation: $2.00
Saturday, October 23
tions on a beautiful job! Especial warmth! appeal, musicality, and
At Door: $2.50
8:00 PJM.
fSofessional quality — typical
ly on the “Danse Lithuanienne”
Young style!

The 'Earthen Vessel'
Is Coming!

EARTHEN VESSEL
and LILLY

Wanted: one bass guitarist—
to sing and tell about Jesus
through music. Details call
Dan Watson—933-9916.
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FREE BUS SERVICE TO
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COLLEGE CAREER BIBLE CLASS
First Assembly of God
Yellow Maxi-Bus at Ludwig Hall
9 a.m. Sundays.
Blue Mini-Bus there 6:30 p.m. for
Sunday Evening Evangelistic Service.
Paul Carlock,
Youth Director

«

D a l e ’s P i z z a
. 453 W. Broadway

—

we deliver

Bradley, lllinoBe
($2.00 minimum)
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More People Are Finding Out About Us All The Time
Dear Listener,
Here are 25 of the best reasons I can think o f why you
Larry Huffman
Pam French
Ken Ball
Doug Samples
Judy Masters
Jeff Padgett
Phil Pinckard
Glenna Ashby

should listen to WKOC-FM:

Jonathan Welch
Emily Allie
Keith Gerstenberger
Linda Reeves
Frank Pistulka
Tim Mercer
Christy Carroll
Tim Gilbert

Rev. Don. Irwin
Dr. Snowbarger
Dean Brady
Jim Vidito
Bruce Brian v
Ron Hostetler
Sam Vaughan
Ronda Rice

*(oh yes, and Ray Moore, he’s the boss.)
By the end o f first semester there will be over 30 good reasons why you should listen. Can You name any others?

